Mammen Family Public Library
Monthly Report – May 2022 Activities
Circulation Team Report


Number of visitors to the library: 13,556



Total items circulated: 33,119



New cards issued: 208



Number of active members: 7,657

Programming, Outreach and Community Collaboration
Program Focus

Programs

Live
Participants

Passive Programming Participants

In library programs

51

341

53

Live Zoom programs

28

205

311 number of craft kit/handout,
homework and resource lists emailed
out to members

Recordings of
events posted this
month

Recording viewings

Passive Programs

2

Total

81

87
546

451

We are thankful for over 45 hours worth of volunteer teachers and leaders for our classes this
month.
Program Spotlight
The Walk Across Texas - Spring Into Motion program was a big success with the most walkers we
have ever had participate. We had 58 participants who walked a total of 7,647 miles together
and logged through the library program. The team, Raging Roadrunners, again were victorious
when they beat the odds after scoring second place through the whole challenge they came
back and won on the final day of logging miles! Team members included staff members Lois
(Team Captain), Susan, Montana, Taryn, Kristin, Katherine, Rob and past staff member Elizabeth.
Community Support
Toastmasters continue their Speechcraft series with Jeannette hosting online to help the
community work on their public speaking skills.
Leisure Learning
Hannah taught participants retro needlecraft known as Bargello as a repeated Thursday/
Saturday program. The Makerspace was also busy this month with Hannah teaching the Cricut
Designs with Tassels and Tags for Luggage or Backpacks and Katherine having lots of
makerspace drop in times and hours for members.
Cookbook Demo & Lunch Potluck Club met in May with Nadine Winningham leading the group
as they cooked from Casa Marcela by Marcela Valladolid. The class enjoyed tasting dishes they
had brought and shared all the tips on each dish, the class favorites were the chickpea and
bean salad and the capirotada (which is like Mexican bread pudding). Hannah then sends out
all the tips and recipes to the member list of folks that come out to the meeting when they can
but enjoy staying connected with the recipes if they attend the meeting personally or not. This
group meets regularly on the second Tuesday of each month at 11:30am and new members

are always welcome. The club takes a break over June and July but will resume the second
Thursday in August.
The Master Gardeners teamed up with the library and hosted a program for their members and
the public with Wildlife Biologist Ben Olson speaking about pollinators for the group. We had a
large in person and online presence at this meeting.
Mackenzie Broderickis now prepping and will be planning the screen free craft each month.
This month’s craft was a Macramé Hanging Air Plant.
Art and Culture
Contracted art teachers included:
Jill
Deurmier,
our
watercolor
teacher,
demonstrated the techniques to paint this
country landscape scene. Jill’s watercolor class
is our most popular program right now and
Hannah is offering Jill’s classes twice with a
repeated class immediately after the first during
the summer with one of the classes already
booked completely full.
Rachel taught the Calligraphy Styles class where
they reviewed how to emphasize strokes,
flourishes and other hand lettering techniques.
Debbie’s Exploring Art Mediums learned about a new type of sketching: Neurographic Art, a
special drawing technique that helps to link our conscience with our subconscious, by
activating connections between our brain cells or neurons, offering the key to an infinite source
of energy available through our brains.
Diane Parker taught an Acrylics class with a bright beach sunset and palm tree in shadow.

Lucy Blum
taught
a
Sewing Techniques Class where they made aprons. Hannah also scheduled her to teach a
beginning sewing series this summer which is already booked full.
Bethanie continued the Celtic World Great Course Series where members view the lecture and
then are led in discussion after, this weekly program should run through the middle of June.

Civics
Frank Shaddalee and co-presenter Mike Ellaby are in the middle of hosting The New History of
the American South each week. They view two historical Great Courses documentaries then
review and discuss after each episode.
Health and Wellness
Grief Support Group is back online and has changed their meeting time to Mondays at 4pm.
They are steadily growing each month and it is also heartening to see people heal a little bit
each month as well.
The Bella View Group came out and taught on Stages of Dementia as part of their monthly
support group for Dementia Caregivers.
Literacy
All of our language learning and ESL classes ended for the semester in May and so far all of our
teachers will be returning in the fall for all of our classes in person. We look forward to September
and our adult’s first day of school but also are happy for our teachers and students to have a
break this summer. GED is going to try to continue during the summer but will break if our students
are not attending.

Youth Programming
Teen Programming
The first week of May brought our last Teen Program before Summer Reading starts! We had 13
teens show up to make ice cream! The teens made homemade ice cream using coffee
creamer, vanilla, ice, and ziploc bags. Not all of the ice cream turned out perfectly, but teens
had a blast shaking their bags to make the ice cream!
Children’s Report
May brought the end of our regularly scheduled programs in time for a little break before
Summer Reading. In the meantime, we incubated a few dozen eggs through the Comal AgriLife
Extension Office’s “Hatching in the Classroom” program! Lauren Schumaker, AgriLife Program
Assistant, led three programs for children ages 5 - 12 so they could learn about the incubation
and candling process, how to make a brooder box, and how to care for baby chicks. A major
highlight was when our families came for the last day of the program and two of the chicks were
hatching right then! The kids (and adults) loved seeing them hatch in real time. Of course, we
celebrated with a chick birthday party before they went back to the farm!

Outreach May 2022 (Jeannette Leroy)
May was a busy month for outreach! Our outreach team was able to connect with over 500
members of our community through a myriad of outreach opportunities. Our regular stops
included visits to Bulverde and The Heights assisted livings, Bulverde senior activity center, our
little free libraries spread throughout the community, SJRC visits, and our pop-up in the park
library visits.
Our visits to the assisted living facilities as usual have been very fruitful the number of books we
check out to their residence remains steady. We’ve also introduced the Kindle to some of the
residents who have really taken a liking to the ease of use and variety of books available to
them through the, new to them, technology.
Our book club at the Bulverde senior activity center is 15 members strong and this month. We
started our summer vacation early by reading the novel, Summer Seekers by Sarah Morgan. This
novel was recommended for our book club by our very own adult librarian, Ms. Kristin Bowman,
and was a perfect lighthearted read to get our members in the mood for a summer season filled
with adventure, road trips, and self-acceptance. What makes our book club extra special is at
every meeting we immerse ourselves in the novel by taste testing a dish that was mentioned in
the book. For our Summer Seekers book discussion we were treated to a, tangy yet sweet, tasty
lemon meringue pie.
Our little Free Library usage is as busy as ever and with the
school year almost being over I can foresee having to refill
our little free libraries more often.
Our visits to SJRC for the school year have come to an end.
However, our last visit was incredibly special. Three of the
students we have been visiting for the past eight months
graduated from high school and although we only saw
them twice a month, our presence was truly appreciated by
these students so much so they invited us to their graduation ceremony. It’s truly a testament to
how important our library is to our community and how important itis to bring our library to those
who are unable to come to us.
After being rained out in April and having other weather issues in months’ prior our outreach
team was finally able to have our regular pop up library in the park visits. At our visit to the park

on top of checking out books to park goers, we held a very special kite themed story time and
all the children crafted their own kite in the shape of a bird.
In addition to our regular visits we had a few special
visits around the community. We visited the two schools
for career day and to promote our summer reading
program, we visited the SHARE center and had a
special story time and library information session and
we partnered with the Bulverde Police Department
and the Bulverde Parks and Recreation to host movies
in the park.
At our school visits we were able to chat with lots of
students about the library, read a story together, and
encourage them to sign up for our summer reading
program. Our visit to the SHARE center provided an
opportunity for us to meet some young families and
provide information on all the wonderful programs
available to them at our library. During our
visit to the SHARE center we were able to
issue over 10 new library cards as well as have
a story time with the children there at the
center.
It’s been three years since we have been
able to join with the Police Department and
Parks and Recreation to host movies in the
park and let me tell you, movies in the park
was sorely missed by our community. Even
though it was a balmy 90 degrees are
Bulverde/Spring Branch community showed up to watch Encanto on the big screen in the park.
Our outreach team showed up early to do a craft with the children as well as give them an
opportunity to check out a few books.
If the weather in May was any indication of what Summer is going to feel like, Outreach is
definitely investing in popsicles, water balloons, and anything else to keep us cool this summer
while we’re out representing the library we love.

Marketing & Public Relations
(Mackenzie Broderick)
Marketing:
 Update marketing statistics and event
calendar
 Schedule social media posts through Later
 Update spreadsheet detailing monthly
report statistics
 Set up Broaden Your Shelf Reading
Challenge 2022 book display
 Design more monitor, kiosks, and web slides
 Work on new makerspace brochure
 Work on Library Scavenger Hunt brochure
 Work on outreach brochure
 Take over Programming Statistics
 Take over meeting room agendas
 Begin website update
 Design Summer 2022 program guides
Public Relations:
 Social Media:
 Utilize Link.inbio
 Utilize Stories for quick posting
 Post multiple events throughout the week
 Post about national holidays
 Post about upcoming events
 Post about Broaden Your Shelf Reading
Challenge 2022
 Take over Screen-free crafts
 Post about artist spotlight of the month
Publicity:
 2 individual event eblasts & 4 weekly eblasts
 Submit July press release
 Include Cookbook Club’s favorite recipes
into eblast
 Add Broaden Your Shelf Reading Challenge 2022 reminders on to eblasts
 Include volunteer opportunities into eblast
 Create SRP promo video, social media posts, and flyers
 Fully transition from Robly to Mailchimp

Collections Reports
Adults: We loaned 1 item to and borrowed 87 items from other libraries in the Interlibrary Loan
(ILL) system. I proctored 1 exam in May. We worked one-on-one with 6 members to teach them
how to use our electronic resources. In May the local author and the reference sections were
inventoried and the westerns were weeded. This month I will focus on weeding the DVDs and
inventorying the westerns. Two adults were emailed a personalized list in May
Teens: We fulfilled a number of YA purchase requests in May, which is great! We love seeing
teens take an interest in reading! Additionally, we sent out two Recommended Reading lists in
May.
Children: We weeded and inventoried the Children’s Audio Kits, Audio Books, and Music CD’s
in May. We sent out two Recommended Reading lists in May.
We deleted 172 items for the following reasons:


Weeded – 133 items



Vanished – 7 items (due to inventory)



Lost and unpaid for – 25 items (sent to collections)



Lost and paid for – 7 items

Technology (Rob, Lois)
Rob: The library has a ghost or so it seems. Things keep turning themselves off and settings
randomly change. It has to be a ghost. The IT Admin computer, the device that gives us access
to our network, just kept turning itself off. It was a ghost. It definitely wasn’t the backup battery
that was slowly dying. It did stop shutting down after we replaced the battery, but that’s just a
coincidence. It was definitely a ghost. How else can you explain all of our receipt printer settings
suddenly changing so they printed receipts that would make CVS blush? Only a ghost would
explain it, not the giant Windows update that happened the night before. The lights in the library
were also flickering randomly every couple hours. I maintain it was the ghost, even though the
electrician said it was a relay switch heating up. After we spent hours fixing everything it seems
to have calmed down. The ghost was probably just excited for summer reading.
With summer in full effect we also thought it was wise to look into what we could do about our
ever growing electricity demand. Out of curiosity we reached out to several solar panel
installation companies to see how much we could reduce our rather substantial electrical bill. It
turns out while the upfront cost is not small the library could potentially install a roof system that
would provide 100% of our electrical needs, and would pay for itself in less than 10 years. While
there are a great many factors in whether we move forward on installation, at least we now
have a better idea of our options.

Lois: This month the Technology team worked on new issues such as:


Kiosk slideshow stopped working-found filenames were incorrect.



Print Station icons went missing-Rob restored.



Workroom printer had error with waste toner bottle. DocuMation replaced.



One UPS unit had low battery. Rob purchased and installed replacement.



LPT1 icon missing on Info Desk computer. I restored.



Apollo went down for about 15 minutes.



All the receipt printers started spewing extra paper when printing wrappers. Rob had to change
preferences setting to fix.



ITAdmin computer has powered off by itself a few times this month. Monitoring.



Patron computer 2 had error “No equipment record found”. Restored after 15 minutes.



Print Station advised a member they didn’t have enough money when they did. Restarted
equipment.



Staff member reported “hold” music not playing. It was working when tested.

Ongoing Issues
 11/16/21 Member reported problem with fax not going through. After troubleshooting, it appears
fax is working but not with its usual speed. It is taking many retries to complete. Monitoring at this
time. April 2022 Looking into alternative methods of faxing.
 Unifi dashboard seems to not be accessible every Monday morning. So far we have been able
to restart the Unifi operating system without affecting any network connections. Changed to new
interface, Tuesday, 3/29 but had the same problem on Monday, 4/4. So either interface has the
“Monday” problem. 4/21/22 Rob put in a support ticket to Unifi to see if they can explain why we
keep losing access to our Unifi dashboard. It seems to be getting worse. 5/3/22 Rob changed the
time the Unifi system does it backups from 12 N to 12 midnight. Didn’t fix. 5/18 Rob deleted old
backup files on Unifi. That did seem to help. Monitoring.
 Cake pans detail records missing from our catalog-only showing a total number of pans but not
what they are. Susan looking into.

Facilities Management (Jewel English)
Regular scheduled monthly maintenance for pest control, aerobic septic system, and
groundskeeping maintenance which included spreading 15 yards of County mulch in the
landscape areas.
Study Rooms: 300 people used the Study Rooms in May
Public Meeting Room use: 158 people used the meeting rooms in May
Voting: Primary Run-off Election Total voters: 2723


Early voting, May 16-20: 1845 people



General Election, May 24: 878 people

Front Patio Railing 6.6.2022: Kyle Vernoy, Collins Farm & Ranch Services, built and installed a 4’
high metal railing, painted black, around the perimeter of the Front Patio beginning at the hand
rail by the front entrance steps, continuing along the edge of the patio next to the landscape
beds, and behind the (4) memorial benches. Not only will the railing keep people from walking
through the landscape beds - possibly damaging the irrigation (again) and the plants - but will
keep children on the patio when it’s used for Youth Services Programs. The railing is anchored

into the concert patio, and bolted to the steel beams; if we ever want to remove the railings,
they can be unbolted.

Before

After

Electrical:
5.24.2022: Eddie Gonzales, E.G. Electrical
Replaced lights where needed in the women’s restroom, and a low bay light in the main library
Due to the high voltage electrical wiring in the parking lot light poles, he was not able to install
GFIs in the poles; and suggested we contact the electrical company who did the work during
the Library expansion/renovation
6.1.2022: Morgan Hallmark, Masters Electrical Services
Looked at the (4) parking light poles in the new and old lower parking areas as to the
feasibility/cost to install GFIs in the light poles; and is troubleshooting the problem with the relay
switch that controls the lights in the workroom which causes the lights to flicker off/on during
extremely high temperatures
HVAC:
Beyer Mechanical: we accepted the Beyer Mechanical Performance Plan for the annual HVAC
PM on the Chiller and Diakin systems - term of contract begins 5.19.2022 through 5.19.2023.
Team Mechanical: update on installing the new chiller will now be sometime in December 2022
due to sourcing issues.
Plumbing:
6.2.2022: Star State Plumbing installed the auto flush valves on the toilets and urinals in the public
restroom; and fixed the loose faucet in the staff break room.
After summer reading is over in August, he will convert the public sink faucets to hands free –
people (kids?) often leave them running. We are also looking into installing wall mounted, hot
air hand dryers in the public restrooms
We have had repeated issues of people stuffing paper towels in the public toilets. We’ve
shorten the length of paper that comes out of the dispensers, hoping this will deter the vandalism
– if the problem persists, we will remove the paper towels dispensers from the public restrooms
and only have the hands free dryers in the public restrooms

Water feature: Rob is maintaining the water feature: applying the weekly algaecide &
SludgeAway treatments as needed, cleaning the leaf basket, checking the water level, and it
looks great. Helen Kent and the Master Gardeners will plant native grasses and other low
maintenance, low water tolerant plants to fill in the decomposed granite path next to the water
feature; which we hope will deter kids from getting into the water feature.
Front Desk doorbell: we installed a “Front Desk Assist” doorbell at the Front Desk, which rings in
the Workroom. When help is needed at the Front Desk, the doorbell can be pressed and
someone from the Workroom can go to the Front assist as needed: open Study Rooms, assist
patrons, etc. – just in time for a busy Summer Reading Program!

Front Desk

Workroom

Facility Maintenance spreadsheet: updated the information, saved it on H drive, and added
the revised sheet to the Facility Maintenance Notebook located on the shelf next to the
Information Desk

Administration (Susan/Cathy)
We hired Sam Stephens as a new Circulation Clerk in May. In early June we also hired Eva Arriola
to help with circulation. Susan finished the spring staff progress meetings.
Susan spent a lot of time with the new LibraryIQ software which will help the library analyze
usage of the collection and with collection management. She also contracted for the
Newsbank database which was funded by the Minnie Stevens Piper grant and has started
looking at new calendar software options.

